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Protocol Update Plus a lot More
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED States of America – It can now be reported that U.S.
President Barack Obama has signed off to allow U.S. Treasury
Secretary-designate Jack Lew to complete the bilateral tax
agreement between the IMF, the U.S. Treasury and Austrian banks
that will, at last, implement the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols.
U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, who could easily be
indicated for money laundering, co-mingling of funds, and giving
insider trading tips to crooked banks, will resign his position on
February 1, 2013, which will then pave the way for Jack Lew’s swift
confirmation as the next U.S. Treasury Secretary.
Reference: As we reported last week, the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) has frozen IMF proprietary accounts tied to the Central
Bank of Australia that has been comingling Wanta-ReaganMitterrand Protocol funds in the FOREX currency market with the
assistance of none other than current U.S. Treasury Secretary
Timothy Geithner.
The sense of urgency to complete Protocol implementation has now
reached critical mass.
Despite bogus economic reports and statistics being released by the
Peoples Republic of China, the truth is that China’s economy is
collapsing with their banks full of toxic worthless derivatives.
Item: The imploding Chinese economy will almost certainly force
the Australian Central Bank to cut interest rates at their next
meeting.

P.S. The IMF and its Managing Director Christine Lagarde and
German Bundesbank Chairman Jen Weidmann are now finished with
Greece. Greece, which needs another 10 billion euros to bail out the
toxic derivatives linked to numerous Greek financial institutions, has
been ordered to default by the IMF and leave the European Union
within 30 days.
Reference: One must not forget that the derivatives in the Greek
banks are holdings linked to U.S. banking giants Goldman Sachs and
JP Morgan.
Greece, unlike Spain and Italy, has not received any Wanta-ReaganMitterrand Protocol funds from the IMF because Greece does not
have an independent sovereign treasury.
P.P.S. As the worldwide currency war continues, the global demand
for gold and silver aka real collateralized assets escalates.
Last week it was reported by Bloomberg News that the U.S. Mint is
out of silver coins and a major ETF, SLV bought six hundred tons of
silver last week.
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P.P.S. We can now divulge that Ronaiaha Tuiasosopo (a selfprofessed born again Christian), the now confessed mastermind of
the Manti Te’o girlfriend hoax, could soon be a subject of a U.S.
Justice Department and FBI investigation.
FACT: It is now clear that Notre Dame linebacker Manti Te’o had his
4th Amendment rights violated.
Te’o was not only a victim of entrapment but an attempt at
conspiracy to defraud involving at least thirty (30) individuals,
including various anti-Catholic media types, along with the
Tuiasosopo controlled website deadspin.com, which has now lost all
credibility.
Reference: Ronaiaha Tuiasosopo and his football family have major
ties to the University of Southern California (USC).
Note: USC has been Notre Dame’s arch rival in college football for
over 85 years and its current coach Lane Kiffen has been in and out
of trouble with the NCAA dating back to when he wrecked the
University of Tennessee’s football program before he departed for
the then vacant USC coaching job.

You would think the alleged media who have been covering the
Manti Te’o girlfriend story might have questioned this link between
Tuiasosopo and USC.
We can now also divulge that the FBI is in possession of evidence
linking Tuiasosopo to a nationwide drug ring financed by an online
dating service.
We can also reveal that Tuiasosopo was in contact with numerous
student athletes across the Unite States and had actually accessed
their bank account numbers.

In closing, we want to congratulate ESPN sports reporter Jeremy
Schaap for breaking the story on the Tuiasosopo confession. Jeremy
Schaap, unlike most of the cable news actors and actresses and
propagandists, is a real investigative reporter. He is not finished yet
with this soon to become more interesting saga.
Stay tuned, more to come.

LEE WANTA’S OFFICIAL BIOGRAPHY Author, Marilyn Barnewall,
interviews Princess Paula, the woman who, with her family,
managed one of the few (possibly the only) successful secession
from the Commonwealth of Australia will be our guest.
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/global-news-and-views/2013/01/18/thursdaynights-with-marilyn#.UPmJ8YNOEPE.email

